Praise
“Stealing is a must-read for music fans of all varieties, for it’s much more than a
book about The Clash. With a captivating narrative and well-written prose, Stealing
makes sense of what happened to free-form radio and the DIY ethic of punk, and
deftly connects that history to the era of file-sharing and satellite radio. Don’t miss
this book. Steal it if you must!”
—Michael Roberts, author of Tell Tchaikovsky the News: Rock ’n’
Roll, the Labor Question, and the Musicians’ Union, 1942–1968
“Randal Doane’s Stealing All Transmissions: A Secret History of The Clash is not the
story I was expecting from the title. Thankfully. We have all read those books about
artists of all stripes (and zippers), from which we learn only about misery, malfeasance, and bad behavior. But this is not that book. The Clash is at the center of the
story, but the heart of it belongs to other players. People drawn into the orbit who
cared, who pushed both themselves and the band forward, who took risks because
they felt and knew they were seeing and hearing a revolution. The people who were
excited and inspired by the catalysts (The Clash), whose stories are integral to the core
of the band’s American journey, and fascinating to finally read about, all in one place.
I loved (and envied) The Clash—the gang of four who dressed better, who
wore their hearts and mistakes on their zippered sleeves, and played songs with the
force of racehorses bursting from the gate. A good number of people got it from
the outset—and because of them as much as the band themselves, an even greater
number eventually ‘got it.’ And they are still getting it.
A large and raucous cheer to Randal Doane for choosing the near-mythical
Baker to write the foreword. We are treated to nearly two books in one! Ladies
and gentlemen, please raise your glasses and cans to Messrs. Doane and Auguste. A
triumphant work from this unlikely Gang of Two.”
—Hugo Burnham, founder and drummer, Gang of Four,
associate professor, New England Institute of Art
“Paul Simonon was the handsomest boy I’d ever seen in my life.”
—Susan Blond, former VP of Epic Records,
founder and president of Susan Blond, Inc.
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The world is before you, and you need not take it or leave it
as it was when you came in.
—James Baldwin

I can’t see anybody playing Clash records on the radio.
—Joe Strummer

Foreword
Everybody Hold on Tight!
When beggars die there are no comets seen; the heavens
themselves blaze forth the death of princes.
—William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar
It was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity . . .
—Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities

E

very nerve-wrenching night, every frenzied stage invasion, every sweatsoaked guitar riff and every gob-covered drum beat—night after night,
the essential ingredients braided together to form the intricate legacy of
The Clash. For our seven-year convulsion of raw intensity and outrageous audacity, there was no script, no master plan. Sheer bluster and guts sustained our
momentum. Every gig was a street-fight, every tour was a war, and we played the
hand we were dealt at every show, like a tightrope walker with a death-wish, willing himself from beginning to end, treacherous winds be damned. The Clash’s
journey from English High Street clubs to American sports stadiums was a
visceral story of adrenaline-fueled bravado: rare in their sensitivity, rash in their
violence, but ultimately dazzling in the reactive chemistry with which they seared
the musical landscape.
For my part, as backline roadie, loyal foot-soldier, and éminence grise, I
weathered every night and day of the seven-year mission and, when it ended for
me, in 1983, I never sought another gig. Dozens more travelled portions of that
xiii
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voyage with them—unsung heroes and shameless villains alike. Some treated this
gig like any other gig. Others went all-in, and their lives changed irrevocably. By
1979, Strummer/Jones/Simonon/Headon were not regular folk, but they knew
damn well what it was like to be bored, on the dole, youth without future. If you
worked for The Clash, you inexorably became swept up in the tide of fervor and
adulation that surrounded and reflected off them. For better or worse—and in
war, it’s often the worse—you became part of the insanity of those times. As
Randal Doane notes in the pages that follow, in the war waged on mediocrity,
against “that safe, soapy slush [coming] out of the radio,” the stakes were high.
Within “Clashworld,” even the most innocent features of everyday life could
turn into a nightmare, unbidden. For those of us on the crew, touring entailed
a daily descent into hell, a Kafkaesque rush of sense-distorting highs and lows,
blurring the lines between fact and fiction. Several times a day, we flipped from
combat-stance to stand-down: adrenaline on, adrenaline off! There were no
weekdays or weekends, no bank holidays or Easters. Both crew and band, in our
insulated time-capsule, careened from one gig to the next, and sometimes we had
a moment to visit with friends in New York and elsewhere. Just as often, though,
life was gig-to-gig-to-gig: the calendar proved irrelevant, and weeks and months
slid past unnoticed, the regions and seasons making themselves known only by
changing temperatures.
Days commenced with a bleary-eyed stagger from the crew bus onto yet
another empty stage, in some nameless city, and a tally of the carnage from the
previous night. For hours, we changed drum skins, re-soldered jack-plugs, replaced amplifier valves, and jerry-rigged broken flightcase wheels. And the gob!
Gob removal was a constant ritual and, unless performed daily, it would accumulate and spread, like some insidious alien virus. Daily music-store runs were
a necessity too. Like hit-and-run missions, we snagged parts, supplies, and gaffa
tape, especially. It was the currency of the day. If we hit lucky, we bought the
store’s entire stock.
As the backline was setup, tuned, and taped, the anticipation rose for the
night before us. We had only a short time to get it right because once the band
bounded into the hall, with all manner of “friends” (ha!), journalists, and photographers in tow, all hell broke loose! If the day’s interviews and photo sessions had
gone well, if the hall had good, dry acoustics, and if the electrical supply was wellgrounded, we had a chance of a decent soundcheck. If not, feedback rang-out
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unchecked, leads buzzed like chainsaws, and tempers flared. (“Like trousers like
brain!” Joe quipped early on.)
If the mood was good, there was ample time for wind-ups between the band
and crew at soundcheck. One of my favorites was to fill Topper’s stick bag with
warped drumsticks that broke within a matter of minutes. With a straight face,
I assured him that a new batch were due to arrive on a late train from London—
and, while he was 99 percent sure I was winding him up, that 1 percent doubt
haunted him nonetheless. There’s also the time the crew explained to Paul and
Mick that, “due to the hall’s acoustics,” Paul would be on Joe’s right, and Mick
would be on Joe’s left. They stamped, cussed, and even threatened to cancel the
gig! We broke into laughter, of course, and that night—like so many nights—
they evened the score. Too often, for my own nerves, soundchecks turned into
impromptu rehearsal sessions, and it was up to the crew to physically drag the
band offstage.
With the soundcheck complete, we eased up on the adrenal throttle,
straightened out problems, and taped and tightened everything once again.
For the soundcheck for the support bands (The Specials and The Undertones
were among our favorites), I took pride in helping The Slits, The Lous, and The
B-Girls inflict their feminist punk rock savvy onto the audiences.
Backstage, as the band’s pre-gig sacraments commenced, the adrenaline
ramped up to DEFCON-3. Like warrior tribesmen from ancient history, each
band member practiced his own talismanic order. To assuage his nerves, Mick
turned chatty (unusual). Like a samurai contemplating hara-kiri, Joe turned quiet
(unusual). With his repertoire of practical jokes and occasional measure of Remy
Martin, Paul tried to relax (with limited success). Topper keyed himself up like
a boxer before the opening bell, and his preparations fell to me. Like a trainer
for Henry Cooper, I applied tape, Band-Aids, gloves, wristbands, ice-spray, and
glucose tablets—along with a neck massage to loosen him up. If any of the crew or
band needed, um, special supplements to get ready, that’s the time they took them.
After one last check of everything onstage, I raised the all-ready signal, the
lights went down, and the crowd united in their anticipatory roar. For the next
few minutes, we hunkered down in the dark, like troops in the trenches, with
butterflies in stomach, waiting to go over the top.
Once the band hit the stage, another jolt of adrenaline heightened the senses
and awareness. Each gig was a blur of color and light, sweat and sound. Most
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nights, it was white-hot chaos, with clamorous noise to match. Time sped-up
like a street-fight: hesitate, and you were done for. When strings broke, drum
skins split, and mike stands toppled, we leapt from the dark for a quick repair.
It was all coded nods for band and crew—or, for Johnny Green that night at the
Palladium, while trying to fix Joe’s wrist-guard of gaffa tape, a sing-song, dressing-down at the microphone: “You’re always too late, Johnny!”
Amid the panic, the exhilaration, the brilliance, and the fuck-ups, we lived
right behind our eyes, performing as one and desperately trying to cover each
other’s backs. Joe loved the fuck-ups and purposely collided with equipment,
knocking things about. Joe, Mick, and Paul ran back and forth throughout the
show, purposely tangling the guitar leads and had a laugh while we scrambled to
untangle the growing ball of spaghetti. Countless times I was summoned onstage
by an apparently irate Joe, only to have him burst into a big grin and a wink.
“Bastard!” I muttered, as I sprinted back into the wings. Stage invasions, fights
onstage and off, and unconscious fans, bottles, cans, and gob all rained down
upon us. It was a hair’s breadth from mayhem on a dangerous scale.
And then, after the last glorious encore, it was over—a pressure drop indeed. Adrenaline levels returned to equilibrium, and reality seeped back into
consciousness. Most nights, in that moment, I took stock of my own condition:
was I drenched in sweat, or gob, or both? Was that blood? Was it mine? And that
was it: we exhaled, inhaled a second wind, then tore down the stage. With our
ears ringing, we packed up the gear, crunching beneath our boots the detritus of
another battle. By the time the truck doors closed, the hall was silent once again.
I always savored the surreality of striding across an empty stage, where just
hours before such passion, emotion, and frightening intensity had played out.
The dreams and memories burned upon hundreds of retinae and ear drums were
now just ghostly echoes in a lifeless arena.
If we were in town for the night, we returned to the hotel, and band and
crew recounted the highlights of the day. In the early days, especially, more riotous hijinks commenced. How a drunken Mick ended up hanging by his jacket
from a chandelier in the hotel bar, I’ll never know—but I bet Robin Banks does.
One night in Bournemouth, Topper and his girlfriend decided to go skinny-dipping and, after emerging from the frigid Atlantic, opted not to get dressed, and
paraded their wares before the hotel staff and a gaggle of journalists, traipsing
through the hotel lobby and into the elevator. Later the police raided the hotel
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in their customary manner—I’m sure Bournemouth had never seen such scenes!
If we were moving on that night, we climbed back onto the crew bus and hit the
road hard, fuelled by Heinekens and exhaustion-defying high spirits. The next
morning, we did it all over again.
By the Take the Fifth tour, I was mostly numbed to the rigors and trauma inflicted by this so-called lifestyle. Today, each of us bears the physical and psychological wounds of that improbable saga: Paul’s hip, Topper’s back, and of course
Joe’s mortality. No one escaped without injury.
The music stopped long ago and in the intervening thirty-three years, just
haphazard scenes and random images remain in my memory. The minutiae of
each gig is now the property of not only the journalists and photographers who
chronicled the events but, more importantly, of the fans who were there each
night, who made such memories possible, and who remember it incident-by-incident. Every one of them also had a part to play in the journey.
Of course, the other two-thirds of the journey were spent rehearsing, recording, and playing football, but that’s a story for another day.
This story, the one in your hands, comes as a delightful surprise, thirty-five
years after that legendary night at the Palladium. After reading this tale, I stand
corrected: I only thought I knew where the bodies were buried. Stealing All
Transmissions: A Secret History of The Clash is the first history of The Clash by
an American, and it lovingly documents—as Doane notes—how “The Clash fell
in love with America, and how America loved them back.” It’s unlike anything
else you’ve ever read about The Clash. Where band biographies and oral histories have focused their attention mostly on the band, its inner circle, and its
occasional spat with CBS, Stealing recounts that history, situates it amid larger
cultural and economic forces in the U.S., and takes stock of the will of key players to refuse the terms of mediocrity, determined to revive the righteous fury of
rock’n’roll.
When we arrived in the states in February 1979, the magic just seemed to
happen, like a fairy tale. For their debut concert in Berkeley, California, The
Clash played to a raucous sold-out crowd of three thousand or so, and we
thought, “Bloody hell—they get it!” It was only upon reading Stealing that I realized that nothing happens in a vacuum: many people were tilling the soil to
make America a fertile environment for the arrival of “the only English band
that mattered.”
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If you have ever considered how The Clash became the most talked about
live act from England in the space of less than eighteen months, then look no
further. In Stealing, Doane peels back the layers of a previously unknown history
and documents how the band’s meteoric rise in the U.S. was as much about the
valiant efforts of those figures who laid the groundwork for The Clash to break
America, as it was about the four musicians themselves. Sure there were a couple
good eggs at Epic, but The Clash’s stateside success was largely the result of writers in the alternative press, the bands at CBGB and elsewhere and, most importantly, deejays like Meg Griffin, Pam Merly, and Jane Hamburger. While we in
the UK flirted with pirate radio as an alternative to the somnambulist offerings
of the BBC, U.S. radio was in the midst of a cultural revolution. Unbeknownst to
us at the time, they helped foster the initial audience for The Clash, and helped
ensure their continued success.
Stealing, of course, takes its title from the 1981 single “Radio Clash,” and
it’s a story of secrets and betrayals, plotting and intrigues, and includes original
interviews with crucial figures in radio, music journalism, and the record industry—Griffin, writer Robert Christgau, photographer Bob Gruen, Epic’s Susan
Blond, and Talking Heads’ Chris Frantz, to name a few. The book transports you
on a very different journey than any previous punk history or band bio: Doane
weaves together strands from the histories of American FM radio, the rise of
serious rock journalism, the biography of The Clash, and his own coming-of-age
story into a tale of epic proportions.
This is the main reason why Stealing represents a critical addition to The
Clash canon—and there are five other reasons, too. First, Stealing does not assume
the weight of being the definitive tale of one band, one man, or even one album,
and is thereby free to rise above the gossip-y sordidness of many previous biographies. Second, like the best songs of ’77, Doane packs a wide-ranging story into
a refreshingly tight 130 pages. He takes us through the hell-raising antics of freeform deejays, who streaked through competitors’ stations to prank on-air arrests
for marijuana possession, to station takeovers complete with hunting knives and
ransom demands. He outlines how Griffin and Hamburger solidified the fan base
for punk and new wave by spinning discs at Hurrah’s, where Sid Vicious smashed
a bottle over the head of Todd Smith (Patti’s brother), and landed himself at
Rikers Island. The book is full of casual asides with unpredictable tangents and
the author pierces the heart of the culture and the industry that surrounded it.
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Third, his analysis of the New York punk scene is critical and sympathetic, and Doane’s division of the U.S. bands into the camps of art-punk, garage-punk, and pop-punk captures punk as a dynamic force, and characterizes
how bands are like sharks—they move and thereby change, or they risk death
by self-parody—and he thereby skewers the usual orthodoxies about who qualifies as “punk.” Fourth, his spirited play-by-play account of that epic night at
the Palladium brings the reader as close as possible to the orchestra pit of a
Clash show, and his challenge to the history of the greatest photo in rock’n’roll
must be reckoned with. Fifth, he also offers a fully original take on the London
Calling LP, which captures the band’s affection for New York and London, past
and present, and rightly recalls Paul’s description of the album as “Cinemascope
sound.”
This intelligent and refreshing interpretation of that history also fully
explores the band’s disenchantment with the British music press backlash
(which I remember well). “London calls and New York answers,” Doane cleverly
comments! While Lester Bangs was penning a landmark multi-thousand-word
endorsement of the band, and singing the praises of Give ’Em Enough Rope and
singles such as “White Man in Hammersmith Palais,” the British press was at full
tilt, pronouncing the irrelevance of the band. NME’s Ian Penman pronounced,
“The Clash is a dying myth”; Melody Maker’s Jon Savage lamented, “so do they
squander their greatness.” In the U.S., though, Doane notes, “the myth not only
endured, it flourished.” By the time The Clash returned to New York’s Palladium
Theatre in September 1979, the entire music scene was primed and pumped,
which led to the show being broadcast live on WNEW.

•••
Over the years, I have been asked many things about The Clash, from the sublime to the ridiculous. As the backline roadie, I was uniquely placed to be witness
to (and be a small part of ) their development from the spearhead of the fledgling
punk rock movement, to the unstoppable force that gave hope to a young generation and, in the end, could not prevent their own implosion. Thirty years later,
then, why should we care about The Clash? Do they still matter?
With the benefit of hindsight, it is clear to see that the band had transcended
their own cultural reference point, rising far above their squalid punk rock
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beginnings. They were free enough inside themselves to recognize their collective
uniqueness, to live within their own reference system and at a level above and
beyond the culture they were raised in.
Now, I’m not so daft as to imagine that a couple hundred words from my
pen—okay, machine—are going to inspire more action than the best tunes on
Sandinista! Still, their importance and influence over today’s music and fashion
cannot be overstated. Taking a relatively simple style of music, infusing it with
hard-hitting politics while staying dynamic, vital, and danceable, they demonstrated that anyone willing to work hard can make great music. “Just do it!” Joe
would always say, if someone asked him whether he should do such-and-such.
The Clash inspired young people to pick up guitars and books. The Clash
taught us all that it was alright to give a shit. And The Clash dared to question
the so-called facts of life: Why should you work in a boring factory and waste
your life toiling to make profit for a rich corporation? Why should you die in
a war under the illusion of fighting for peace and democracy? And why should
you continue to accept totalitarian jack-boot brutality and injustice from the very
regimes you vote for and place in power?
And they served up a cautionary warning—a warning of a world where individuality and legitimate choice are lost, a society that creates machines that act
like men and men that act like machines: the world we find ourselves in now!
From the 100 Club Punk Festival in 1976 to the US Festival in 1983, they never
wavered in their stance against authoritarian injustice, political corruption, and
social inequality. That The Clash were able to stick to such principles while laboring under the burdens of record company pressure and commercial constraints is
a testament to their commitment to at least try to make a difference. Their stance
in word and deed sought to renew our faith in rock’n’roll and our commitment to
each other and this planet.
Doane’s riff on Marx in the book’s dedication echoes the forces amassing in
the 1970s against labor in general, and the labor of free-form deejays especially.
In tracing the history of commercial free-form radio, Doane examines how the
emergence of a countercultural spirit was nearly decimated by industry automation. (And it only got worse.) He notes that in the U.S., “by the mid-seventies,
one in seven FM stations had been automated.” The music being played at most
of these programmed stations sounded programmed too, and it’s no accident that
the counter-insurgency of the early New York punk scene arrived in its wake.
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The attack upon a fluid, listener-directed media was at the heart of all The
Clash railed against. It is no coincidence that the band fell victim to the same
forces that inevitably drove the individualistic, deejay-inspired format from the
airwaves of the U.S. And with the eventual arrival of MTV, digital audio, and
more recently satellite and Internet radio, the days of real connections between
entertainer and listener were doomed to the pages of history. We have lost the
likes of The Clash now, maybe never to be repeated, just as we have lost the
wonderful experiment in human contact and communication that was free-form
radio. As Joe Strummer knew
and patently stated later in
life, “When you take people
out of the equation, you’re
nowhere.” Truer words were
never spoken.
Only by the conscious act
of rejecting the rubbish thrust
at us by corporate consumerism and by thinking about
and choosing our own destiny can we make the world
a better, saner, caring world.
This was the message The
Clash gave the world, and this
message resonates throughout
the pages of Stealing, which
concludes with an analysis of
how we listen to music today
The Baker, in 1978, outside Rehearsal Rehearsals,
and its impact on the written
with his Renault, official vehicle of Clashworld
(Barry Auguste, personal collection).
word. Randal Doane asks
(and answers) the important
question, “Could a band like
The Clash emerge today?” He recalls the pleasures of LP listening, and reading
ten-thousand-word profiles in Rolling Stone, both of which required “a depth and
devotion of attention rarely nurtured in the digital age.” The advent of digital
music technology and its transmission have rendered FM radio all but obsolete:
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“the magical romance mediated by the analog transmission of a regional deejay
at two turntables and a microphone, constructing a community among punks,
freaks, and geeks about the sublime power of The Clash” is a thing of the past.
Moreover, he speculates that “the pasts of many great bands of the present era,
will not be written at length, if at all.” I’m convinced he’s right, but let’s hope he’s
wrong and that future authors assemble tales from the history of rock’n’roll as
compelling as this one.
—Barry “The Baker” Auguste

Prelude
Paul Simonon Wields a Mighty Ax

W

ith her Pentax camera in hand, Pennie Smith stepped onto the left
wing of the stage of the Palladium, just behind the curtain, and
waited for The Clash to return for their encore. It was September
21, 1979, the second of a two-night stint for The Clash in New York City.
WNEW-FM, the album-oriented rock station that had recently found felicity
in punk and new wave, supplied a live simulcast for the tri-state region. On the
opposite stage wing, Richard Neer, the on-air host, gushed, “If you’ve never seen
The Clash it’s an experience, I’ll tell you that. I was out front for a bit and it’s so
loud. I’m used to loud music but it is loud to the point of real distortion, and the
people are just totally enveloped in the music. . . . They’re dancing, they’re jumping
up and down and they are just totally into it!” Back onstage, The Clash offered the
audience a respite from their collective fury with “Armagideon Time,” a 1978 reggae
tune by Willi Williams. “Armagideon” was a new addition to the band’s live repertoire and, with its walking bass line and adagio pacing, it confirmed over a leisurely
five minutes that The Clash were not prisoners to the sonic parameters of punk.1
Following “Armagideon,” lead guitarist and vocalist Mick Jones shouted “1-23-4!” and the band launched into the snarling “Career Opportunities.” Without
pause, The Clash blasted through “What’s My Name” and the incendiary “White
Riot.” Over the last few bars, lead vocalist and rhythm guitarist Joe Strummer
offered a final, exhausted, melismatic “whi-ite rii-ot,” as bassist Paul Simonon and
drummer Topper Headon thumped ahead to the cadence. “White Riot” was a
band favorite for closing encores, as it stoked the frenzy of a crowd delighted
by The Clash and agitated by everything else. The three songs were done in five
short minutes.
1
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On this night, The Clash were aware that they stood at the crossroads of
rock history. The band had just laid down the final tracks for London Calling, a
double album they had put together largely on their own. Brimming with confidence, The Clash drew on their advance to finance the tour, despite the fact that
Give ’Em Enough Rope, their second album, had failed to crack the U.S. Billboard
Top 100. The Clash were nearly $100,000 in arrears and in a week would run
out of money.2
Still, the Epic promoter who deemed The Clash “the only band that matters”
appeared to be onto something. Their chief UK rivals, The Sex Pistols, broke up
in January 1978, on the last night of a nearly aborted tour of the United States.
Sid Vicious, the twenty-one-year-old bass player for the Pistols, died in February
1979, on the first night of his latest parole, of a heroin overdose. The live-fast,
die-young ethos had its adherents among the rock elite, too—those who, given
enough rope, would hang themselves. Keith Moon of The Who, in September
1978, suffered a fatal overdose of Heminevrin, the sedative prescribed to alleviate
his alcohol withdrawal symptoms. Within the year, Bob Dylan would enter a
born-again stupor, and John Bonham of Led Zeppelin would enter a vodka-induced stupor and never awaken.3
As Strummer, Jones, and Headon left the stage, a young woman dashed
across front-stage right, with a bouncer in close pursuit. Simonon, alone, remained onstage and stepped toward the stage left exit. After two weeks on the
road with The Clash, Smith told me, “I was shooting very little live stuff. . . . It
was only when Paul started looking really fed up that I thought something peculiar might be about to happen.” On this tour, Simonon had been using a variety of
basses, “cheap Fenders from CBS,” he recalled, but that night he played an older
Fender Precision, which retailed for $350. Simonon turned to his left, spread
his feet wide, and gripped his Fender by the neck. Smith stepped forward from
the wing and pressed her eye to the viewfinder. “I was very close to him, using
a wide-angle lens,” she said. “He was almost three feet away and heading in my
direction, so I was backing off.” Simonon lifted the Fender past his left ear, folded
his frame at the waist, and drove the instrument like an ax toward the floor. As
it arced toward her, Smith stepped backward, clicked, advanced the film, clicked
twice again, and dove out of the way.4
Clash fans at the Palladium had little idea how prescient it was for The Clash
to close with “White Riot” and a bass-smashing coda—for upon their return to
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New York City, in May 1981, The Clash would inspire a riot of their own. The
thousands of Clash fans who caught the shows at the Palladium in 1979, and
the thousands more who descended upon Times Square for their residency at
Bond International Casino, came together as a result of the determination of
punk aficionados on the airwaves and in print in New York City.
Thirty-five years hence, it’s evident that The Clash—more so than other
bands of that moment—were aided en route to pop stardom by free-form FM
radio and long-form rock journalism: two media mechanisms that would, in the
ensuing years, follow the eight-track cartridge, the seven-inch single, and the televised teen-dance show into the dustbin of rock history. The agents behind these
forces helped construct the initial audience for The Clash and, in turn, helped ensure their success—and the success of dozens of other post-punk and new wave
bands—through the 1980s. Beginning in 1976, select deejays and rock journalists championed punk and new wave bands and, with punk bravado, sought to
consummate a desire articulated by Strummer himself: “All we want to achieve is
an atmosphere where things can happen. We want to keep the spirit of the free
world. We want to keep out that safe, soapy slush that comes out of the radio.”
Amid the skirmishes between deejays and management, the former held sway, if
only temporarily, to help The Clash secure a shot at superstardom.5
This is the story of how The Clash loved America, and how America loved
them back. It’s the story of the deejays and rock journalists who constructed the
New York audience for The Clash and their musical brethren. This story chronicles the antecedent events of their appearances at the Palladium in September
1979, and it explores the beautiful ferocity of their September 21 performance.
It offers a new genealogy of the greatest photograph in rock history, and it takes
stock of The Clash’s sustained glory, which allowed deejays across the country,
night after night, to save the lives of American youth, including my own.6

California Dreamin’
In September 1978, Jones and Strummer were mixing tracks for The Clash’s second LP, Give ’Em Enough Rope, in San Francisco, just sixty miles from my new
hometown. My family had moved from Sacramento to Stockton, California, that
summer. I was nine years old, entering fifth grade, and I had no friends. My father
signed me up for the local youth soccer league and, as luck would have it, my new
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teammates had something I could never claim: cool older brothers who dictated
their musical tastes. For my tenth birthday, I received Styx’s Pieces of Eight and
Cheap Trick’s Heaven Tonight. I dug Styx’s “Renegade” and “Blue Collar Man,”
and had little idea that the lyrics for “Blue” captured a slice-of-life known well by
my own grandfather. Still, the fey harmonies and ersatz prog-rock elements prevented me from becoming a Styx devotee. Cheap Trick, though, were something
else. The following year, I bought Live at Budokan, and began to navigate the
shadowy terrain of crushes and secret admirers. I listened closely to “Need Your
Love” and “I Want You to Want Me,” mining the lyrics for clues regarding the
curse of unrequited desire. I saved my car-washing and lawn-mowing earnings
and, over the next three years, I bought Cheap Trick’s In Color, Dream Police, and
All Shook Up. When Cheap Trick came to Stockton’s Fox Theater, in December
1982, I was there, in the front row of the balcony. The night proved bittersweet,
though, as my attendance was akin to a wake: I was there in tribute to the person
I once was, and not as the person I was determined to become. The previous
summer, I had toured England and Europe with the Boy Scouts of America, and
returned home a devotee of punk and new wave.
My host family in Coventry, England, occupied a modest, turn-of-thecentury flat in the district of Little Heath. Their family name escapes me, but I
remember Paul, the elder of two boys, who made me my first mix tape, which included songs by dozens of bands I had never heard before: The Specials, Captain
Sensible, Madness, Kid Creole and the Coconuts, Fun Boy Three, The Selecter,
Echo and the Bunnymen, and The Clash. The tape was a hissy TDK C-90, but it
hardly mattered. Side A opened with “London Calling,” and I wore the iron oxide
of its first three-and-a-half minutes brittle and thin.
Soon thereafter, I quit the Boy Scouts. Despite the allure of ski outings in
the nearby Sierra Nevada Mountains, I knew that the top-down ethos of the
Boy Scouts contradicted the do-it-yourself (DIY) spirit of punk and new wave.
At my high school, though, taking sartorial cues from punk and new wave entailed serious health risks. At the time, population-wise, Stockton was among
the largest dozen cities in California. Culture-wise, it resembled the Mayfield
of Leave It to Beaver, circa 1958. The cheerleaders donned uniforms of pleated
skirts and matching sweaters the Friday morning of every home football game.
Muscle cars were the objects of choice in triangles of well-repressed homosocial
desire. Young men parted their hair down the middle and feathered it back across
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the ears. Led Zeppelin and Van Halen dominated the after-market speakers of
Chevy Camaros and El Caminos.
By the summer of 1983, though, Stockton had nearly caught up to history.
Every so often, when the barometric pressure reached a certain point, and I angled my monophonic radio just so, I picked up the signal of KQAK, “the Quake,”
out of San Francisco, which kept—among others—The Jam, Heaven 17, The
Pretenders, and Wall of Voodoo in heavy rotation. MTV offered the occasional
nod toward English synth pop, and I accumulated a wardrobe of second-hand
gabardine pants, perm-a-press shirts, Ray-Ban Wayfarers, and glacier blue TopSiders. (In the San Joaquin Valley, mod attire was an odd amalgamation, and the
androgyny of blue shoes far outweighed the class implications of regatta-appropriate footwear.) By Labor Day, I parted my hair on the side.
A few knuckleheads at my high school policed the boundary of normativity,
and interpreted the changes in sartorial parlance in stark terms: you are different.
You are not one of us. We shall kill you. That difference coalesced around “faggot”
as an all-purpose epithet, which gained symbolic value as the peril of HIV and
AIDS began to register in our collective conscience. The town motto, “Stockton,
Someplace Special,” was plastered in eight-foot-high letters on a water tank
along Interstate 5 and, with its whispery alliteration, it struck me and my closest
friends as menacing, almost insidious. We planned hasty exits upon graduation
and, until then, we sought redemption in our friendships and our music. Over
the years, we drifted apart, replaced dropout-plagued tapes with compact discs
and mp3s, and the parents among us now impart to our children the righteous
sounds of punk, post-punk, and new wave.7

What’s My Name
The key lesson to be gleaned by the commemorations of “’80s music” on VH1
and elsewhere is fairly clear: in the battle for historical memory, The Clash beat
Van Halen, Duran Duran trumped Bon Jovi, and even Kajagoogoo trounced
Poison. Put another way: punk, post-punk, and new wave hold victorious sway.
It may be silly, even petty, to think in these terms, but it is useful, too, to survey
the wreckage of music history to improve our understanding of the materiality
of popular music and the production of taste. Technological advances, including
the programmable keyboard and drum pad, allowed music makers to emphasize
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he spoke to a lot of people who were part of the wheel that rolled The
Clash forward. This was a hungry young band with righteous anger at social
injustice, and Randal captures that vibe that was so vital ... before the money
started rolling in and muddied the waters for these dedicated punk rockers.”

— DJ Meg Griffin, formerly at WNEW-FM and WPIX-FM, SiriusXM Radio
“With Stealing All Transmissions, Randal Doane documents with wit and verve
how The Clash leapt from the Westway to the USA in 1979 with the help of
rock journalists and key deejays in the States. It was an honor to work with
The Clash back in the day, and a pleasure revisiting those days through this
book. Doane’s passion for The Clash and their comrades resonates on every
page of this dynamic read. Stealing is a must have for Clashophiles on both
sides of the Atlantic.”
— Dan Beck, former senior vice president at Epic Records,
managing partner at Big Honcho Media
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TEALING ALL TRANSMISSIONS

is a love story. It’s the story of how The

Clash fell in love with America, and how America loved them back. The
romance commenced in 1977, when select rock journalists and deejays

aided the band’s quest to depose the rock of indolence that dominated
American airwaves. This history traces the rise of The Clash and the scene
flourishing in New York at Max’s Kansas City and CBGB, and culminates with
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“Randal Doane’s take on this chapter in music history is unique because

The Clash’s September 1979 performances at the Palladium in New York City.
The September 21 concert was broadcast live on WNEW, and — for years — was
believed to conclude with Paul Simonon treating his Fender bass like a
woodcutter’s ax. That night marked one of the last opportunities for fans to
before they became a seriously brilliant rock group.

Stealing is the first American history of The Clash. No other book gives
proper attention to the forces of free-form radio, long-form rock journalism,
or Clash bootleg recordings, many of which are now widely available on
the web. Stealing takes its title from the 1981 single “Radio Clash” and
includes original interviews with key figures from the New York punk scene,
offers a brilliant reinterpretation of London Calling, and rewrites the
history of Pennie Smith’s iconic album cover photo. This secret history
concludes with an analysis of how we listen to music today and its impact
on the written word.
$15.95
Cover design by John Yates | www.stealworks.com
Cover image C Pennie Smith, September 1979, Palladium Theater, New York.
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see The Clash as a punk band, teetering between conviction and uncertainty,

